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Abstract
Traditional Reformation scholarship argued that conceiving faith as a habit is
one of the differences between Reformed orthodoxy on the one hand, and
Reformation thought on the other. Two theses have been defended in this respect.
First, it has been argued that conceptualising faith as a habit was a typical
example of introducing Thomistic and Aristotelian concepts into the Reformed
faith. Secondly, several scholars have argued that the conceptualisation of faith
as a habit overrules the role of the act of faith in salvation. The function of faith
as a response to God’s offer of salvation becomes secondary to the doctrine
of predestination. By unravelling the transformation process which the concept
of habit underwent through the history of Christian theology, the author shows
that the first thesis is seriously flawed. As to the second thesis, he proposes an
alternative interpretation of the sources by arguing that the nature of faith as a
habit implies that it can only be known from its acts. At the end of the article,
he provides some remarks about the value of the concept of habitus fidei for
contemporary theology.

1 Introduction
Traditional Reformation scholarship argued that conceiving faith as a habit
is one of the differences between Reformed orthodoxy on the one hand, and
Reformation thought on the other. John Bray even sees the idea of habitus fidei
as one of the characterising features of Reformed orthodoxy.1 Two theses
have been defended in this respect:2

First, it has been argued that conceptualising faith as a habit was a
typical example of introducing Thomistic and Aristotelian concepts into
the Reformed faith.3 Otto Gründler, for instance, writes in his study about

1 John Bray, Theodore Beza’s Doctrine of Predestination (Bibliotheca Humanistica & Reformatorica
12; Nieuwkoop: De Graaf, 1975), p. 15.

2 For a much more extensive list of arguments against the concept, see Otto Hermann
Pesch, ‘Die bleibende Bedeutung der thomanischen Tugendlehre’, Freiburger Zeitschrift
für Philosophie und Theologie 21 (1974), pp. 362–6.

3 Many studies can be mentioned: Jürgen Moltmann, Prädestination und Perseveranz: Geschichte
und Bedeutung der reformierten Lehre ‘de perseverantia sanctorum’ (Beiträge zur Geschichte und
Lehre der Reformierten Kirche 12; Neukirchen: Neukirchener Verlag, 1961), p. 147;
C. Graafland, De zekerheid van het geloof: een onderzoek naar de geloofsbeschouwing van enige
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Girolamo Zanchi: ‘Thus there can be no doubt that Zanchi’s view represents
a conscious and clear return to the Thomistic understanding of faith as an
infused habit and virtue, a supernatural quality by which we believe.’4

Secondly, several scholars argue that the conceptualisation of faith as a habit
overrules the role of the act of faith in salvation. The function of faith as a
human response to God’s offer of salvation becomes secondary to the doctrine
of predestination. Instead, the doctrine of predestination is effectuated in
the idea of ordo salutis, which finally supersedes the category of faith in
Reformed soteriology. To quote Gründler again about Zanchi’s doctrine of
faith: ‘Here we anticipate the ultimate connection between predestination
and ordo salutis’.5

In this essay, I want to show that the first thesis is seriously flawed, and the
second mistaken. At the end of this contribution, I will provide some remarks
about the value of the concept of habitus fidei for contemporary theology.
Methodologically speaking, I will make extensive use of the historical sources
from Aristotle to Abraham Kuyper, along with systematic tools of conceptual
analysis and philosophical theology. An additional methodological feature
of this study is its extensive use of Internet resources. Sometimes, the side-
effect of this may be that quotations from classical works are not taken
from the most recent appraised critical editions available. However, I believe
that numerous high-quality resources in the field of Reformed theology are

vertegenwoordigers van reformatie en nadere reformatie (Wageningen: Veenman, 1961), pp. 75,
81–3, 85, etc.

4 Otto Gründler, ‘Thomism and Calvinism in the Theology of Girolamo Zanchi (1516–
1590)’, PhD thesis, Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton, NJ, 1961, p. 69.

5 Ibid., p. 72. Moltmann, Prädestination und Perseveranz, p. 136: ‘Auf der anderen Seite
führt der Supranaturalismus in der Lehre der Bekehrung und von dem “unsterblichen
Samen” in den Erwählten die Orthodoxen zu einem spürbaren Psychologismus des
frommen Bewußtseins.’ See also quite prominently: Graafland, Zekerheid van het geloof,
pp. 82, 94, and many other places; idem, Van Calvijn tot Barth (’s Gravenhage:
Boekencentrum, 1987), p. 252. Although not explicitly dealing with the concept of
habit, this idea is also central to Robert Kendall’s work on Puritanism. Kendall argues
for what he calls an ‘experimental predestinarian tradition’, which he traces back to
Beza, primarily finds in Perkins and eventually finds culminated in the Westminster
Confession of Faith. The fact that he does not relate his idea of experimental
predestinarianism to habitus fidei is probably a happy side-effect of a whole series
of severe misunderstandings of Reformed theology, such as ‘sanctification is the
ground of assurance’ (p. 151), ‘the seat of faith is the will not the understanding’,
‘the active receiving of Christ is saving, not the passive receiving’ (p. 198), and his
overall oversimplified focus upon the distinction between faith and assurance: R. T.
Kendall, Calvin and English Calvinism to 1649 (Oxford Theological Monographs; Oxford:
OUP, 1979), pp. 27, 60–6, 200–8, and idem, ‘The Puritan Modification of Calvin’s
Theology’, in W. Stanford Reid (ed.), John Calvin: His Influence in the Western World (Grand
Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1982), pp. 199–214.
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available on the Internet, and that although most of them are somewhat out
of date, it would be an underestimation of the quality of these to neglect
them.6 Moreover, the advantage is that by pointing to Internet resources, the
reader can quite rapidly investigate the sources for further research.

2 Habitus fidei as a Thomistic concept
It is beyond doubt that the concept of habit in connection with the ethical
category of virtue is Aristotelian in its origin. It is also beyond doubt that
the concept of habit plays an important role in Thomas Aquinas’s work,
especially the Summa Theologiae. Little attention, however, has been paid to the
changes the Aristotelian concept of habit underwent when it came to be
applied to the Christian notion of faith. Nor has sufficient attention been
paid to the possible differences between the Thomistic use of the concept in
connection with faith, and the Reformed use of it for describing faith. It is
necessary first, therefore, to take a closer look at Aristotle’s use of the concept
in the Nicomachean Ethics (NE). Aristotle introduces the concept of habit (–›εξις)
when he defines the main terms of his ethics: eudaimonia (ε 'υδαιµoνία)
and virtue ('αρετή). Aristotle argues that the good that we should strive after
is happiness; he defines happiness as eudaimonia, which could be translated as
‘optimal functioning’.7 In the NE, Aristotle deals with one sort of optimal
functioning, namely that in the moral realm, which he defines as follows:

Virtue, then, is a state of character [–›εξις] concerned with choice, lying in
a mean, i.e. the mean relative to us, this being determined by a rational
principle, and by that principle by which the man of practical wisdom
would determine it. Now it is a mean between two vices, that which
depends on excess and that which depends on defect.8

The term hexis (–›εξις), which is used in this definition, is what has become
known in the Latin tradition as habitus. So, Aristotle defines virtue in the moral
realm as a habit. For our topic, it is important what Aristotle says about the
nature of this habit somewhat earlier in the NE:

Virtue, then, being of two kinds, intellectual and moral, intellectual virtue
in the main owes both its birth and its growth to teaching (for which
reason it requires experience and time), while moral virtue (»

›ητιxὴ) comes

6 Cf. Marcel Sarot, Michael Scott, and Maarten Wisse, ‘Philosophy of Religion: A Critical
Survey of Internet Resources’, Religious Studies 36 (2000), pp. 355–66.

7 See Aristoteles, Etica Nicomachea, vertaald en ingeleid door Charles Hupperts en Bartel
Poortman (Amsterdam: Kallias, 1997), p. 67.

8 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics (NE), trans. W. D. Ross (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1925),
URL: http://classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/nicomachaen.html, 1106b36–1107a3.
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about as a result of habit, whence also its name (ethike) is one that is formed
by a slight variation from the word ethos (habit) [»›εϑoς].9 From this it is
also plain that none of the moral virtues arises in us by nature; for nothing
that exists by nature can form a habit contrary to its nature. For instance the
stone which by nature moves downwards cannot be habituated to move
upwards, not even if one tries to train it by throwing it up ten thousand
times; nor can fire be habituated to move downwards, nor can anything
else that by nature behaves in one way be trained to behave in another.
Neither by nature, then, nor contrary to nature do the virtues arise in us;
rather we are adapted by nature to receive them, and are made perfect by
habit.10

What happens if we apply this concept of habit to the Christian notion of
saving faith? From a systematic point of view, several problems arise. In this
section we will discuss three of them.11 The first problem is that, in its
original meaning, a habit is always the product of training. This is in conflict
with the apostle Paul’s teaching in Eph 2, where he says that faith is a gift of
God. The fact that faith is a gift of God was strongly emphasised by Augustine
in his anti-pelagian works. Hence, Peter Lombard, following Augustine, in
his famous Sententiae defines faith as a virtue, but he says that the virtue of
faith can only be given by God.12 For this reason, Christian theologians
began to distinguish between ‘acquired habits’ and ‘infused habits’, faith –
together with hope and love – being of the second kind. Faith, hope and
love were also called the theological habits.13 From this time on – it is difficult

9 One sees that Aristotle uses two Greek words for what we call ‘habit’: the more
technical term hexis (–›εξις: a being in a certain state, a permanent condition as produced
by practice, and the more general ethos (»›εϑoς: custom; cf. Henry George Liddell, Robert
Scott, and Henry Stuart Jones (eds), A Greek Lexicon, 9th edn (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1925–40), URL: http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/resolveform, s.v. hexis and
ethos.

10 Aristotle, NE, 1103a14–1103a26.
11 There are at least two authors who discuss this issue: Pesch, ‘Die bleibende Bedeutung

der thomanischen Tugendlehre’, pp. 370–7, and slightly updated but much shorter:
idem, Thomas von Aquin: Grenze und Größe mittelalterlicher Theologie (Mainz: Matthias-Grünewald-
Verlag, 1988), pp. 233–44. Furthermore: Jozef Wissink, Thomas van Aquino: de actuele
betekenis van zijn theologie (Zoetermeer: Meinema, 1998), pp. 139–40. Pesch concentrates
on the development inside Aristotle’s thought and in fact only mentions what I call
the first problem. Wissink, in dealing with Aquinas, only discusses the first and the
second problems.

12 Peter Lombard, Sententiae (1148–51), 2.27.1.1: ‘Virtus est bona qualitas mentis, qua
recte vivitur, qua nemo male utitur, quam Deus solus in homine operatur.’

13 Hans J. Hillebrand (ed.), The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation (New York/Oxford:
OUP, 1996), s.v. faith.
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to say exactly when this happened – the meaning of the term ‘habit’ became
extended to two meanings. In connection with virtue in general, it retained
its original meaning as a certain tendency to act in certain ways under certain
circumstances as a result of training. In connection with the theological virtues
of faith, hope, and love, it acquired a new meaning, that is, the tendency to
act in certain ways under certain circumstances as a gift of God.14 Two species
of a disposition emerge. Both are tendencies to act in characteristic ways in
certain situations, but the first is the result of training and the second the
result of a gift of God.15

Now, we might think that all theologians used the concept of habit in
connection with faith in the sense of the new (second) meaning of a mere
disposition to act in certain ways under certain circumstances. The reverse
is the case. Even in connection with faith, Christian theologians remain
talking about the habit of faith in the original, Aristotelian sense of the
term. Then, the habitus fidei denotes the perfection or assurance of faith as
a result of being an experienced believer.16 Gisbertus Voetius, for instance,
distinguishes accordingly between the disposition and the habit of faith in
his Disputatio de praxi fidei:

The habit in the strict sense – because in a wider sense the disposition
is also a habit – is assured and full-grown faith, which, furthered by
exercises of piety and tested by afflictions, the easier and more perfectly
performs acts of faith. We think that in Scripture, this kind of faith is
distinctly called the perfection of faith, assured faith, great faith and the
habit of faith.17

Voetius’s remark that in a broader sense we can call the disposition of faith a
habit is affirmed by his own use of the term elsewhere in his work,18 and by

14 Hans Dieter Betz (ed.), Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart: Handwörterbuch für Theologie und
Religionswissenschaft, 4th edn (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1998–), s.v. habitus.

15 Cf. Robert Audi (ed.), Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy, 2nd edn (Cambridge: CUP,
1999), s.v. disposition: ‘disposition, a tendency of an object or system to act or react
in characteristic ways in certain situations’.

16 Pesch, ‘Die bleibende Bedeutung der thomanischen Tugendlehre’, pp. 371–2.
17 Gisbertus Voetius, Disputationes Selectae (Ultrajecti, 1648), 2.499: ‘Habitus stricte dictus

(nam laxe etiam dispositio est habitus) est firmata & virilis fides, quae exercitiis
pietatis provecta, tentationibus exercita, facilius & perfectius actus suos elicit: quam
nomine perfectionis, firmitudinis, magnae fidei, habitus, in scriptura distincte designari
putamus.’ See also W. J. van Asselt and E. Dekker (eds), De scholastieke Voetius. Een
luisteroefening aan de hand van Voetius’ Disputationes Selectae (Zoetermeer: Boekencentrum,
1995), p. 121.

18 Gisbertus Voetius, De Praktijk der Godzaligheid, twee delen, tekstuitgave met inleiding,
vertaling en commentaar door C. A. de Niet (Monografieën Gereformeerd Piëtisme
2; Utrecht: De Banier, 1996),2. 404–5.
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the extensive use of the habitus fidei concept as a disposition by other Reformed
theologians.19 Summarising this first meaning shift of the concept of habit,
we can say that under influence of Christian faith, the semantic field of the
term was enlarged for doing justice to the Christian notion of faith as a gift
of God.

The second problem is the question whether a habit can be lost or
not. As a second nature acquired by training, a habit in the original
Aristotelian sense can be slowly lost by acting against it.20 This is an aspect
of habit which, when applied to faith, is in possible conflict with
the Christian doctrine of perseverantia sanctorum. Here, the relation between
Thomas Aquinas’s use of the concept of habit and the concept of habit
in post-Reformation Reformed theology becomes particularly important.
It has traditionally been argued that the Reformed use of the concept
of habit was a relapse into Thomistic thought. Those who argued for
this thesis – Moltmann, Gründler, and Graafland are notable examples –
especially investigated the topic of perseverantia sanctorum and its relation to
faith and assurance in Reformed orthodox theology. They argued that the
Reformed orthodox theologians introduced the Thomistic concept of habit
as the ultimate warrant for perseverance of the saints. God gave the elect the
habit of faith; this habit cannot be lost, hence the elect will never fall entirely
from saving faith. These authors sharply contrasted this kind of thinking with
the original Calvinist idea of perseverance, where perseverance consists in
cleaving to God in Christ offered in the gospel instead of depending on the
gift of an infused habit in the soul.21

Put in this way, the concept of habit would be a Thomistic strand in
Reformed theology. However, if this were true, it would imply a serious
deviation from the original Aristotelian concept, because, as we have seen,
according to Aristotle habits can be lost by consciously and constantly
acting against them. How did Aquinas solve this problem? Contrary to what
traditional scholars of Reformed orthodoxy want us to believe, Aquinas does
not argue that the habit of faith, once given, cannot be lost. In his Summa
contra Gentiles, Aquinas deals with this issue in the following way:

As free will is not sufficient for perseverance in good without the help of
God given from without, so neither is any infused habit. For in the state

19 Turretini, Marckius, and even A. Brakel, who is quite concerned about the act of faith,
all define faith as a habit. As will become clear when dealing with the third problem,
especially Turretini shows to be well aware of the strange aspects of this terminology.

20 Wissink, pp. 140.
21 Moltmann, Thomas van Aquino, pp. 137–49; Gründler, ‘Thomism and Calvinism’,

pp. 63–72; Graafland, Zekerheid van het geloof, pp. 74–5, 82–5, etc.
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of our present life the habits infused into us of God do not totally take
away from our free will its fickleness and liability to evil, although they
do to some extent establish the free will in good. And therefore, when
we say that man needs the aid of grace for final perseverance, we do not
mean that, over and above the habitual grace first infused into him for
the doing of good acts, there is infused into him another habitual grace
enabling him to persevere; but we mean that, when he has got all the
gratuitous habits that he ever is to have, man still needs some aid of divine
providence governing him from without.22

Several issues are at stake. First, we see that although there is a notion
of perseverantia sanctorum in Aquinas, he avoids construing such a notion by
reference to the God-given habit of faith. Thus, in this respect, the term ‘habit’
in Aquinas’s work retains its original Aristotelian sense. Aquinas guarantees
perseverantia sanctorum by reference to the external help of divine providence.
Secondly, although Aquinas maintains that habits can be lost, this does not
mean that he does not change the original Aristotelian concept with regard
to losing habits. The Christian concept of mortal sin forces him to argue that
theological habits cannot only be immediately, without training, be God-
given, but that they also can be immediately lost by mortal sin.23 Therefore,
the Reformed view of perseverance differs from Aquinas’s view in that it
guarantees perseverance by referring to the notion of habit and in that it
denies the possibility of mortal sin. Finally, this leads to a wholly different
view on perseverance in Aquinas on the one hand, and Reformed theology
on the other. For the Reformed theologians, the certainty of perseverance is
put in the inward nature of the believer, whereas for Aquinas, the certainty
of perseverance is based upon the believer’s continuing dependence on God.

22 Thomas Aquinas, Summa contra Gentiles, annotated trans. with some abridgement
by Joseph Rickaby (London: Burns and Oates, 1905), URL: http://www.nd.edu/
Departments/Maritain/etext/gc.htm, III, 156: ‘Sciendum tamen est quod, cum etiam
ille qui gratiam habet, petat a Deo ut perseveret in bono; sicut liberum arbitrium non
sufficit ad istum effectum qui est perseverare in bono, sine exteriori Dei auxilio, ita
nec ad hoc sufficit aliquis habitus nobis infusus. habitus enim qui nobis infunduntur
divinitus, secundum statum praesentis vitae, non auferunt a libero arbitrio totaliter
mobilitatem ad malum: licet per eos liberum arbitrium aliqualiter stabilitatur
in bono. Et ideo, cum dicimus hominem indigere ad perseverandum finaliter
auxilio gratiae, non intelligimus quod, super gratiam habitualem prius infusam
ad bene operandum, alia desuper infundatur ad perseverandum: sed intelligimus
quod, habitis omnibus habitibus gratuitis, adhuc indiget homo divinae providentiae
auxilio exterius gubernantis’. For the same point, cf. Idem, Summa Theologiae (1266–
73), URL: http://www.gmu.edu/departments/fld/CLASSICS/aquinas.summa.html,
1–2.109.9–10.

23 Wissink, Thomas van Aquino, p. 140.
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The fact that the use of the concept of habit for defending perseverance is
not simply a relapse into Thomas Aquinas’s use of the concept becomes all the
more clear when we realise that in the Reformation era, the traditional use of
the concept of habit was defended by the opponents of Reformed theology,
the theologians of the Counter-Reformation Council of Trent.24 Just like the
Reformed theologians of the time, the Council of Trent made intensive use
of the terminology of infused grace, but, contrary to the former, argued that
the infused habit of faith, received by the sacraments ex opere operato,25 can be
lost and should be retained by doing good works:

In opposition also to the subtle wits of certain men, who, ‘by pleasing
speeches and good words, seduce the hearts of the innocent,’ it is to be
maintained, that the received grace of Justification is lost, not only by
infidelity whereby even faith itself is lost, but also by any other mortal
sin whatever, though faith be not lost; thus defending the doctrine of
the divine law, which excludes from the kingdom of God not only
the unbelieving, but the faithful also (who are) fornicators, adulterers,
effeminate, liars with mankind, thieves, covetous, drunkards, railers,
extortioners, and all others who commit deadly sins; from which, with
the help of divine grace, they can refrain, and on account of which they
are separated from the grace of Christ.26

Concluding, we must say that the thesis of traditional scholarship on this
aspect of the concept of habit is quite seriously flawed. It is even difficult
to sort out how exactly the Reformed theologians came to use the concept
of habit so easily in connection with perseverantia sanctorum, since they must

24 Council of Trent, ‘Decree on Justification’, in J. Waterworth (ed.), The Council of
Trent: Canons and Decrees (London: Burns and Oates, 1848), URL: http://history.
hanover.edu/early/trent.htm, cap. 6 and 7; Eduard Stakemeier, Glaube und Rechtfertigung:
Das Mysterium der christlichen Rechtfertigung aus dem Glauben dargestellt nach den Verhandlungen und
Lehrbestimmungen des Konzils von Trient (Freiburg im Breisgau: Herder, 1937), pp. 196–220.

25 Cf. Council of Trent, ‘Decree on Justification’, cap. 7.
26 Ibid., cap. 15: ‘Adversus etiam hominum quorumdam callida ingenia, qui ‘per

dulces sermones et benedictiones seducunt corda innocentium’, asserendum est,
non modo infidelitate, per quam et ipsa fides amititur, sed etiam quocumque alio
mortali peccato, quamvis non amittatur fides, acceptam justificationis gratiam amitti:
divinae legis doctrinam defendendo, quae a regno Dei non solum infideles excludit,
sed et fideles quoque fornicarios, adulteros, molles, masculorum concubitores,
fures, avaros, ebriosos, maledicos, rapaces, ceterosque omnes, qui letalia committunt
peccata, a quibus cum divinae gratiae adiudimento abstinere possunt et pro quibus
a Chriti gratia separantur.’ Cf. Adolf Stakemeier, Das Konzil von Trient über die Heilsgewißheit
(Heidelberg: F. H. Kerle, 1947), pp. 171–87.
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have been acquainted with the Counter-Reformation use of it. More research
needs to be done on this issue.

The final problem I want to deal with is the relation between habit
and nature. As is clear from our second quotation of Aristotle, habit as a
result of training can never be part of our nature, since it is impossible
to train oneself to do something by nature. Nature can only provide us
with the power (Latin potentia) to acquire a certain habit. Here, especially
the Reformed orthodox ran into problems, more than either Aquinas or
Contra-Reformation theology. Because in Aquinas and Tridentine theology
grace always remained something that brings to perfection the corrupted
human nature by way of adding a ‘second nature’ to it, there was no need
to conceptualise grace as the gift of new nature which has the potency to
believe.27

The Reformed theologians, however, because they were more negative
about the capabilities of fallen human nature, argued that by receiving the
habit of faith, the human nature was restored to its pre-fallen state by
regeneration. Hence, in regeneration, the habit of faith was given to the
elect and encompassed the gift of being able to believe. Here, we encounter
the third meaning shift of the concept of habit, since the Reformed
pushed the term in the direction of potentia fidei.28

Moreover, this line of argument is corroborated by our argument above,
where we saw that the Reformed theologians argued that after having received
the habit of grace, one can never fall out of the state of grace, since the habit

27 This is certainly the case in Tridentine theology. There is a lot of debate about Aquinas
in this respect. For a recent survey and an extensive treatment of the problem in both
the early and mature Aquinas, see Joseph P. Wawrykow, God’s Grace and Human Action:
‘Merit’ in the Theology of Thomas Aquinas (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press,
1995), pp. 1–59. From Aquinas’s perspective, the problem can probably be tackled
by employing his subtle distinction between the natural and supernatural capabilities
of the human nature. One could say that the human soul has a potentia fidei by nature,
but only in order to believe natural things. Then, divine grace is needed in order
to give the soul capabilities for believing divine revelation. Cf. Rudolf Darge, Habitus
per actus cognoscuntur: Die Erkenntnis des Habitus und die Funktion des moralischen Habitus im Aufbau
der Handlung nach Thomas von Aquin (Abhandlungen zur Philosophie, Psychologie und
Pädagogik 238; Bonn: Bouvier, 1996), pp. 119–21.

28 It is interesting that most scholars did not see the importance of this meaning
shift. Moltmann discusses Voetius’s distinction between potentia and habitus fidei,
but he takes both as examples of medieval influence on Reformed orthodoxy:
Moltmann, Prädestination und Perseveranz, pp. 141–3. Interestingly, the index term ‘habit
of faith’ in Joel R. Beeke’s Assurance of Faith: Calvin, English Puritanism, and the Dutch Second
Reformation (American University Studies. Series 7, Theology and religion 89; New
York: Peter Lang, 1991), pp. 188–9, points to pages where actually only potentia is
found.
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of faith as part of the new creature can never be lost. Contrary to this, Aquinas
and Contra-Reformation theology maintained that the received habit of grace
might be lost again, leaving the essence of human nature untouched. So what
we see again is that Aquinas, along with Tridentine theology, retained more
of the original Aristotelian meaning of the concept of habit than Reformed
orthodoxy, which, due to its more radical view of grace, was forced to stretch
the notion of habit to its limits.

An interesting question is whether the Reformed themselves were aware
of this. The answer is: yes. Francis Turretin, for instance, has a very interesting
remark about this issue in his Institutes of Elenctic Theology when he deals with the
question whether young children can have faith. Here he quite frequently
uses the concept of habit, whereas in his general discussion of saving faith
he deals almost exclusively with the various acts of faith. He argues that
although children cannot perform acts of faith, they may nevertheless have
the habit. Then follows the remark that is so interesting for our topic:

Although habitual faith (as the ‘habit’ is properly and strictly used to
signify a more perfect and consummated state) is not well ascribed to
them, still it is rightly predicated of them broadly as denoting potential
or seminal faith.29

What we see here is that although Turretin constantly uses the terminology
of ‘habit of faith’ when referring to the divine gift of the power to believe, he is
nevertheless aware of the fact that the terminology is in fact incorrect. This
shows that at least for some of the Reformed theologians (most of them,
in my view) the meaning of the term ‘habit’ in connection with faith has
shifted to what would have been called in strict Aristotelian terms potentia fidei.

Again, however, this is not true for all. Voetius is a notable exception,
and, interestingly, his view heavily influenced the great nineteenth-century
Reformed theologian Abraham Kuyper. In the disputation on faith that we
already mentioned above, Voetius distinguishes between the potentia, dispositio,
habitus, and actus fidei.30

Living or saving faith is distinguished in potency, disposition, habit and act
of faith. 1. [By potency we understand] the root, the faculty, the supernatural

29 Francis Turretin, Institutes of Elenctic Theology, ed. James T. Dennison, Jr, 3 vols, trans.
George Musgrave Giger (Phillipsburg, NJ: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing,
1992), locus 15, quaestio 14, article 13: ‘Licet verò fides habitualis, prout vox habitus
propriè & strictè solet usurpari pro perfectiore consummatiore statu, non bene illis
tribuatur, rectè tamen de illis praedicatur latè, prout notat fidem potentialem seu
seminalem.’

30 The quotation from Voetius given above contains his definition of the habit of faith.
For some reason, Voetius left out a definition of the act of faith in this disputation.
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principle, the seed or germ out of which, in due course, grows faith. This
is imprinted and implanted in the first regeneration – which should
be taken in the strict sense here. It is also present in children who are
going to be saved, and it is more specifically called by some the spirit of
faith. However, we explicitly notice that this faith can only be called faith
analogically, improperly, and metonymically as its cause or principle; in
essence, it is as little faith as a seed is a tree, an egg is a chicken, and a bud
is a flower. 2. Faith as a tendency or disposition is generally given and infused
by the efficient calling or actual conversion. That we can distinguish this
disposition from the habit which is formed afterwards by the intervenient
acts and exercises of faith, can be concluded, it seems to us, from 1 Cor.
3:1–2, along with Phil. 3:15 and Hebrews 5:14.31

This quotation from Voetius confirms our contention that in Reformed
theology it became accepted that by regeneration, human beings receive a
new nature which includes the power of faith that fallen man has lost by sin.
Although the problem is outside the scope of this study, I would like to remark
that it seems to me that this has some important implications for the
relation between nature and grace in medieval versus post-Reformation
theology.

It is difficult to assess how important this distinction between the potentia
and habitus fidei was within the framework of Voetius’s soteriology. As we see
in the quotation, Voetius hesitates to call the potentia fidei faith at all. The only
texts in which he provides relatively elaborated treatments of the subject are
his disputations De statu electorum ante conversionem and De regeneratione, and these
seem to present a very moderate view of it. Abraham Kuyper, however, who
reprinted exactly these two disputations in his Fasciculus,32 widely employed
the distinction between the potentia fidei on the one hand and the habitus fidei

31 Voetius, Disputationes Selectae, 2.499: ‘Fides viva seu salvifica distinguitur in potentiam,
dispositionem, habitum, actum. 1. est radix, facultas, principium supernaturale,
semen seu seminarium, unde suo tempore suscitatur fides, quod per primam
regenerationem stricte sic dictam imprimitur & implantatur: estque etiam in
infantibus salvandis, & à nonnullis specialiter vocatur spiritus fidei. Sed hoc monemus,
non nisi analogice & improprie per metonymiam causae seu principii, hanc vocari
posse fidem; formaliter enim non magis est fides, quam semen est arbor, aut ovum
est pullus, aut bulbus est flos. 2. Est διὰϑεσις seu dispositio per vocationem
efficacem & actualem conversionem ordinario indita atque infusa: quam ab habitu
postea mediantibus actibus atque exercitiis efformato distingui ex 1.Cor.3.1.2. cum
Philipp.3.15. & Hebr.5.14 nobis colligere videmur’; Van Asselt & Dekker, De scholastieke
Voetius, p. 121.

32 Abraham Kuyper (ed.), D. Gysberti Voetii Selectarum Disputationum Fasciculus (Amstelodami,
1887).
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on the other in his theology.33 We could say that for Kuyper, the gift of the
potentia fidei is the central soteriological notion, since there, God is the one
who acts in human nature completely outside human consciousness – a key
term in Kuyper’s theology, no human act accompanying it.34 In addition,
Kuyper argues that by construing soteriology fully along the lines of the
potentia, the salvation of little children is truly warranted and consistently
integrated within the theological system.35 Thus, we see that the Reformed
tendency to talk about regeneration as the gift of the potentia fidei left its traces
in late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Reformed theology.

3 Habitus fidei as a predestinarian concept
The second thesis that has traditionally been defended with regard to the
post-Reformation use of the concept of habit is that by conceiving faith
as a habit, the act of faith eventually becomes superfluous and is, therefore,
dominated by the doctrine of predestination. Prima facie, the argument is quite
compelling: if having saving faith consists in having received the infused
habit of faith in the soul as a result of predestination, the act of the soul
of receiving Christ as offered in the gospel becomes of secondary value
for salvation. Even more, without having the habit of faith as a result of
predestination, it is impossible to perform an act of faith, hence the whole
issue of salvation becomes the search for the effects of predestination as
habitus fidei in the soul. The act of faith in Christ is of secondary importance.36

The problem with this interpretation of the concept of the habit of faith
is that most of the Reformed theologians who employ the terminology of
habit also quite elaborately stress the necessity of the act of faith in Christ
for salvation. As Norman Shepherd rightly pointed out, Otto Gründler’s
presentation of Zanchi’s doctrine of faith fails insofar as it leaves out all
of Zanchi’s remarks about the necessity of the act of faith for salvation.37

33 Not all of Kuyper’s colleagues were convinced by his interpretation of the Reformed
orthodox fathers. For example, Herman Bavinck and A. G. Honig (a promovendus of
Kuyper on Comrie) provided moderate criticisms of his position.

34 Abraham Kuyper, Dictatendogmatiek, 2nd edn (Kampen: Stoomdrukkerij van J. H. Kok,
1910), 4.16–20, 80–3, 98–131.

35 Ibid., 4.17–18, 73–4. For the role of children in Kuyper’s soteriology, see A. van
Egmond, ‘Kuyper’s Dogmatic Theology’, in Cornelis van der Kooi and Jan de Bruijn
(eds), Kuyper Reconsidered: Aspects of His Life and Work (VU Studies on Protestant History 3;
Amsterdam: VU Uitgeverij, 1999), pp. 91–2.

36 For a systematic treatment of this objection to traditional Reformed theology, see
Maarten Wisse, ‘Zij laat alles zoals het is: de actualiteit van de scholastieke methode’,
in W. J. van Asselt et al. (eds), Inleiding in de gereformeerde scholastiek (Zoetermeer:
Boekencentrum, 1998), pp. 163–73.

37 Norman Shepherd, ‘Zanchius on Saving Faith’, Westminster Theological Journal 36 (1973),
pp. 40–3.
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The same can be argued for many other defenders of the concept of habit.
Alexander Comrie, an eighteenth-century Dutch theologian who was also
strongly in the background of the nineteenth- and twentieth-century use
of the habit concept by Abraham Kuyper38, is a good example.39 Although
Comrie frequently stressed that faith is the gift of God, and that hence, the
gift of the habit of faith necessarily precedes any human act of faith, he also
dealt quite elaborately with the human act of faith as receiving Christ offered
in the gospel:

But, secondly, one becomes also Christ’s from our side. When we have
received saving faith by the inner working of the Holy Spirit in our heart,
we also actually believe and embrace the Saviour40 offered to us, which
God reveals in our souls by his Word and Spirit; we submit ourselves
wholly, completely and willingly to Him, and we crawl and hide ourselves
so deep in the opened wounds of our Saviour, that neither God as Judge,
nor the Law, nor the Devil can get any hold over us, and cannot see
anything of us outside Christ.41

Elsewhere, he briefly but clearly states:

I defend a passive Christianity when it comes to receiving [faith], but
I defend an active Christianity when it comes to carrying it out, which
is clear from all of my work, if one only compares the parts with each
other.42

38 See Abraham Kuyper, Het werk van den Heiligen Geest, 3 vols (Amsterdam: Wormser,
1888–9), 2.247, 252–6, 265–71.

39 For more information about Comrie available in English, see Beeke, Assurance of Faith,
ch. 8.

40 This is not a literal translation of the Dutch. The literal meaning is ‘surety’ or
‘guarantee’, which goes back to the Latin sponsor. It is so common in spiritual literature,
however, that it loses its technical meaning and becomes almost synonymous to
general terms for referring to Christ as Saviour.

41 Alexander Comrie, Stellige en practicale verklaring van den Heidelbergschen Catechismus, ed. G. H.
Kersten (Rotterdam: De Banier, 1938), p. 25: ‘Maar in de tweede plaats, men wordt
ook Christus’ eigendom van onze zijde. Wanneer wij het ware zaligmakende geloof
ontvangen hebben door de inwerking van hetzelve in het hart door den Heiligen
Geest, zoo gelooven wij ook dadelijk en wij omhelzen den aangeboden Borg, Die
God door Zijn Woord en Geest met Goddelijk licht in onze zielen openbaart; wij
geven onszelven geheel en al, volkomen en vrijwillig, aan Hem over en wij kruipen,
verbergen of schuilen zo diep in de geopende wonden des Heilands, dat nog God
als Rechter, noch de Wet, noch de duivel enige vat op ons hebben en niets van ons
buiten Christus kunnen beschouwen of bespieden.’

42 Ibid., p. xxxiii: ‘Ik ben voor een lijdelijk Christendom in’t ontvangen, maar voor een
dadelijk in de uitvoering, hetwelk uit mijn geheele werk klaar te zien is, indien gij’t
een bij het ander slechts vergelijkt.’
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How can it be that the predestinarian emphasis on faith as the divine infusion
of the habit of faith is accompanied by stressing faith as an act of the human
soul? One solution offered by traditional scholarship is that this is a tension
in Reformed theology which, through time, became resolved in favour of
predestinarian thought.43 I would like to defend the idea that this tension
actually stems from a misunderstanding of the concept of habit, and hence
from its use in connection with saving faith.

In the previous section, we have argued that in the Reformed view of faith,
the habit of faith is more or less equivalent to having the disposition to act
in characteristic ways in certain situations. Thus, faith as a habit is analogous
to having a habit of driving fast in big cars on small roads.44 Consider the
somewhat strange question: how do we know that we have this habit? The
answer is quite simple of course: by trying it out. Suppose we had this habit
but we were never in the appropriate circumstances to put the habit into
action. We would never know that we had it. Similarly, if we want to bring
the habit to act, we simply need to create the appropriate circumstances and
we are ready for the next bill.

Let us apply this insight to the concept of habitus fidei. What exactly is
that? The Reformed theologians would say that it is being disposed to believe God’s
Word (both the law and the gospel) and to be willing to receive God’s plan of salvation in
Christ as the only way of salvation.45 What are the appropriate circumstances for
bringing this habit to act? Having heard the gospel and having received the
sacraments, God’s way of salvation being proclaimed by it and Christ offered
in it for free to all who hear the gospel. How does one know that one has
received this habit of faith? By looking at the acts of faith that are elicited
out of the soul by the Word of God, accompanied by the Holy Spirit. So,

43 See in particular Graafland’s works, e.g. Zekerheid van het geloof and Calvijn tot Barth.
44 Notice that there is a dissimilarity between faith as a habit and the habit of driving fast

in big cars on small roads, in that the latter fits into the original Aristotelian concept,
whereas the former, as we have seen in the previous section, does not. This does not
make a difference, however, when it comes to the question of the knowability of a
habit.

45 Interestingly, it is difficult to find a definition of faith in Reformed theology which
describes faith in terms of a disposition. Even those defining faith as a habit describe
it in terms of or in relation to an act. See, for instance, the descriptions of Zanchius
and Perkins in Gründler, ‘Thomism and Calvinism’, pp. 57, 66, Shepherd, ‘Zanchius
on Saving Faith’, pp. 33–4, and Moltmann, Prädestination und Perseveranz, p. 143, and
Voetius’s distinctions mentioned above. All of them formulate the potentia and habitus
of faith in relation to or in terms of its actus. In fact, this confirms my point that the
nature of a habit can only be known by looking at the acts that result from it. Here, I
provide a description of faith as a habit derived from mainstream Reformed orthodox
descriptions of faith in order to make clear what exactly the habit of faith is.
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there is no perception of the habit of faith outside its acts, just as there
is no perception of driving fast in big cars on small roads without having
done that.46 Therefore, the preaching of the gospel, the administration of the
sacraments, and the admonition to embrace Christ offered in the gospel are
of central importance for the Reformed theologians who defend the concept
of habitus fidei. Dogmatically speaking, their concept of habit is useful for
affirming the sola gratia of the Reformation against both Contra-Reformation
and Arminian theology. Practically speaking, however, the slogan of the
Reformed orthodox remains sola fide through the preaching of the Word of
God: sola scriptura.

Concluding, we must say that we should not interpret the idea of habit of
faith as an independent category, which might somehow be experienced
outside the acts that come out of it. Rather, we should take it as a
dogmatic category which points to the ‘God’s side’ aspects of the doctrine of
faith.

4 Habitus fidei and the idea of ordo salutis
Suppose we accept the argument so far. Even then, the question remains
whether the Reformed orthodox did not somehow introduce the gift of
faith as an experiential category by their systems of practical syllogisms and
conclusions to election on the basis of indisputable evidence of saving faith.
One may think of, for instance, William Perkins’s A Grain of Mustard Seed, or
the Least Measure of Grace that is or can be Effectual to Salvation,47 or John Owen’s
Gospel Grounds and Evidences of the Faith of God’s Elect,48 which bear titles one almost
cannot misunderstand. Is this not what Gründler called ‘the connection
between predestination and ordo salutis’? Of course that depends on what one
understands by ordo salutis, but apart from that issue, I think it is important
that what the Reformed thinkers do in these works is not necessarily to make
the habit of faith an experiential category. What they do is to point to many
different acts of faith that are evidence for the presence of the habit.49

46 For an extensive treatment of the problem of the knowability of a habit in connection
with moral habits, see Darge, Habitus per actus cognoscuntur.

47 Ian Breward (ed.), The Work of William Perkins (The Courtenay Library of Reformation
Classics 3; Abingdon, Berkshire: Sutton Courtenay Press, 1970), pp. 387–410.

48 John Owen, Gospel Grounds and Evidences of God’s Elect (1695), URL: http://
www.ccel.org/o/owen/faith/faith.txt.

49 Distinguishing between different acts of faith is quite common in Reformed orthodox
theology. Francis Turretin distinguishes between six acts of saving faith: Turretin,
Institutes, locus 15, quaestio 8. Voetius defends that, in principle, there is only one
kind of act of faith, but he nevertheless acknowledges gradual differences in the act
of faith, for instance between preliminary and a more perfect act: Voetius, Disputationes
Selectae, 2.500–1; Van Asselt & Dekker, De scholastieke Voetius, pp. 122–4.
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This reveals something more of the particularities of the concept of habit. A
habit being the disposition to act in certain ways under certain circumstances,
one can imagine all kinds of bad circumstances that may cause different
kinds of partially successful acts.50 The Reformed thinkers distinguish – so
to speak – between different degrees of success in the act of faith given
different situations in which believers find themselves. They try to formulate
how to recognise the sincere act of faith in its many incomplete forms.51

Their use of the distinction between the habit and acts of faith provides
them with a theoretical basis for this kind of pastoral practice. From a
systematic viewpoint, I think that this is a positive aspect of using the concept
of habit for describing the nature of saving faith. Thus, it could function
as an extension of the more straightforward definition of faith given by
Calvin:

We shall now have a full definition of faith if we say that it is a firm and
sure knowledge of the divine favor toward us, founded on the truth of
a free promise in Christ, and revealed to our minds, and sealed on our
hearts, by the Holy Spirit.52

In fact, Calvin describes faith according to its principal act in its most
clear and perfect form. None of the Reformed orthodox theologians would
deny his definition, but they would rather argue that due to various
circumstances, many believers cannot perform such a clear and perfect act
of faith. Nevertheless, we can be certain of their salvation because we see
indisputable proofs of their faith in Christ by looking at their life before God
as a whole. The concept of habitus fidei guarantees such a pastoral approach
to faith. Applying this insight to our own situation, I think that nowadays,
when many believers find difficulties in explicitly confessing the traditional
doctrines of Christianity, and express their faith in strikingly different ways,
it is important to conceive faith as something that emerges in different forms
and expressions. Some of these may be imperfect, or even partly erroneous.
The insight of habitus fidei, however, shows that such imperfect or erroneous
expressions of faith may nevertheless be sincere, and have their roots in the
saving work of the Holy Spirit. For theologians or pastoral workers, this does

50 One may think of the practice of describing the casus conscientiae in Puritan thought
(Perkins, Ames), or Voetius and others’ treatises on spiritual afflictions.

51 Herman Witsius’s pastoral work Spiritual Prints of an Unregenerate on his Best and a Regenerate on
his Worst (Geestelijke printen van een onwedergeborene op zijn beste en een wedergeborene op zijn slechtste)
is an excellent example of this practice.

52 John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, 3 vols, trans. Henry Beveridge
(Edinburgh: The Calvin Translation Society, 1845–6), URL: http://www.ccel.org/
c/calvin/institutes/institutes.html, 3.2.7.
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not mean that they should not try to correct erroneous and encourage more
full-grown expressions of faith, but it does mean that they can acknowledge
imperfect faith as true faith rather than refute it altogether as worthless or
insufficient with regard to salvation.53

One may object, however, that this is to push the Reformed orthodox view
of faith too much to the positive side. The traditional critique, of course, has
been that the Reformed orthodox, by stressing so much the inward activity
of the Spirit in salvation, lost the Christocentric focus of the Reformers when
it comes to questions about personal assurance, sincerity of faith, etc.54 I
think we should concede to traditional scholarship that their objection is
partly justified. The fact that the objection is so widespread should give
us a hint that where smoke is, there is a fire. In trying to help believers
be certain of their partaking in Christ’s salvation, some of the Reformed
orthodox theologians went so far in pointing people to the evidences of
faith for finding assurance that they sometimes forgot that the best way to
assure people of their faith is to bring them to Christ as offered in the gospel.
Moreover, it may be asked whether and how far Reformed theology was
not always somehow influenced by Western mystical spirituality, teaching
people certain ways and perhaps even norms of purification on the way
towards experiencing God’s mercy and presence.55 This might have caused
people concern about the appropriateness of their spiritual condition before
God apart from their depending on Christ offered in the gospel. Henceforth,
the practice of designating the various acts of faith as evidences of election
may in the end have fulfilled a double role, both assuring people of their
election on the one hand, and providing a series of tests for the sincerity of
their faith on the other. These two functions might eventually have ended up
competing with each other.56

53 One may wonder whether this interpretation of the concept of habitus fidei would
be acceptable to the theologians of Reformed orthodoxy, given the what we might
perceive as intolerant attitudes towards heterodox expressions of faith. It is important
to realise, however, that although the Reformed theologians took a strongly elenctic
approach on the doctrinal level, in many cases they nevertheless showed an open
mind on the spiritual level, e.g. Voetius’s extensive use of Jesuit spirituality in his
works on practical piety.

54 See the literature mentioned above in n. 5.
55 Fortunately, contemporary scholarship has a growing interest in the relation between

post-Reformation Reformed spirituality and medieval Christian mysticism. See, for
instance A. de Reuver, Calvijn, breuk of brug? Over de spiritualiteit van Thomas a Kempis en Johannes
Calvijn (Utrechtse Theologische Reeks 28; Utrecht: Universiteit Utrecht, 1995), p. 7,
who mentions a lot of literature.

56 Personally, I think that this is the case, and I take it as certain that traditional scholarship
has provided a lot of evidence for it, but because the systematic analysis behind it
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However, it should be noticed first, that these aspects of Reformed pastoral
practice do not automatically follow from the fact that the concept of habitus
fidei is used. As I have tried to show above, the concept could well be used
to support a really Christocentric spirituality that is nevertheless aware of
the manifold ways in which such a spirituality may come to expression.
Secondly, we should ask: Did it work, that is, did it assure people of their
salvation? I think it did, at least initially. To deny this would imply that
a widely used pastoral practice filled with so much pastoral insight was
completely mistaken. That is too big a decision for a historian to make. So,
it worked, although the possible side-effects as outlined above may not have
received sufficient attention from Reformed theologians at the time.

Finally, I think that in assessing the theological validity of Reformed
predestinarianism, it is important to realise that one cannot isolate this
historical phenomenon from the context of Western Christian soteriology
of the time. The quest for personal certainty of one’s election fits into a
soteriological matrix that circles around a kind of juridical or perhaps even –
from our perspective – individualist approach to salvation. That is to say:
in Western Christian spirituality of the time, both Reformed and Counter-
Reformed, salvation is mainly understood in terms of being personally saved
from one’s sinful condition, although the communication of this salvation is
construed in different ways. We might see this soteriological model as one-
sided because our traditions have been transformed since then, and because
of an ongoing process of globalisation since the colonial period which has
brought a wealth of other traditions to our attention. The most fruitful way,
then, to assess the value of traditional Reformed spirituality over against
other traditions is not to criticise specific parts of Reformed theology. Rather,
the most fruitful way seems to me to initiate a careful dialogue between the
different traditions in which each tradition receives the opportunity to value
and criticise the others.57

has been so severely criticised in recent research, it is difficult to say how many of its
claims are justified.

57 I would like to thank the following people for their comments on earlier versions of
this paper: Willem J. van Asselt, Gerrit Brand, Eef Dekker, H. J. Hegger, Marcel Sarot,
and Jozef Wissink.
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